MASH bash brings out Alda best

By Jeffrey Miller

The Maryland Army National Guard's MASH bash brought out the cream of the crop Saturday night. It was at the Coliseum from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. for entertainment and dancing fun.

The bash was held to celebrate the Army's birthday and included a variety of activities.

The event featured music by local bands and a variety of food vendors. Attendees enjoyed military-themed games and activities, including a ping pong tournament and a dart throwing competition.

A large crowd gathered to celebrate the Army's birthday and enjoy the festivities. The atmosphere was lively and energetic, with people dancing and socializing throughout the night. A popular attraction was a large inflatable army tent, which provided a fun place to rest and relax.

The bash was a great opportunity for people to come together and enjoy the camaraderie of the military community. It was a fun and memorable way to celebrate the Army's birthday and to show appreciation for the hard work and sacrifices of its members.

Victim in search of 'Mrs. X' gets approval to tape testimony

By Dominca Johnston

A federal judge has granted a motion by the victim's attorney to tape-record her testimony. The motion was granted after the judge reviewed the evidence presented in the case.

The case involves a woman who was sexually assaulted and her family is seeking justice. The victim's family has been working tirelessly to bring the perpetrator to justice and has gathered significant evidence.

The judge ruled that the testimony could be taped in order to ensure that all the details are captured accurately. This decision was made after considering the potential for bias and ensuring that the rights of both parties are protected.

The family is grateful for the judge's decision and is hopeful that it will bring closure to this painful experience. They are confident that the evidence collected will be presented in court and result in a fair and just outcome.

Library use dispute remains unresolved

By Mike Haffner

The dispute over library use between the city and Johnson County continues to be contentious. The library hopes to resolve the issue soon, but a solution has yet to be reached.

The city and county are currently discussing the terms of a lease agreement that would allow the library to remain in its current location. The city is seeking a measure for the facility to move to a new location, while the county wants to keep the library in its current location.

The city has offered to pay half the cost of moving the library, but the county is not willing to accept that offer. The two sides have been working on a compromise, but a deal has yet to be reached.

Library directors have expressed frustration with the delays and lack of progress in the negotiations. They have called for a resolution to be reached soon in order to ensure the library's continued operation.

Lawyer for UI asks dismissal of tenure suit

By Mary Tabor

The lawyer for the University of Iowa has filed a motion to dismiss the tenure suit filed by former professor Thomas Black. The motion was filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Iowa.

The suit was filed by Black, who alleges that the university denied him tenure in violation of the tenure policy. The motion to dismiss was filed by the university's lawyer after a pretrial hearing was held.

The lawyer for the university argues that the case should be dismissed because the evidence presented by Black is insufficient to support his claims. The university also argues that the suit is barred by the statute of limitations.

The case is being closely watched as it involves a significant issue of academic freedom and tenure. The outcome of the case could have implications for other tenure disputes across the country.

The trial is scheduled to begin in the spring, and it is expected to be a lengthy and complex proceeding. The parties are preparing for a thorough and fair hearing in the case.
Spain nationalizes businesses

Chairman Ramon Fernandez announced plans Thursday to nationalize 20 percent of private businesses in Spain. The plan is expected to cost the country $10 billion.

The government secured approval from the Spanish parliament to nationalize businesses in the following sectors: retail, banking, insurance, real estate, transportation, energy, and telecommunications. The government also plans to nationalize 50% of the country's media outlets.

The move is seen as a significant step towards reducing inequality and controling the economy. However, it has sparked concerns about the potential impact on job stability and economic growth.

Postscripts

Stocks soar to new records

NEW YORK — Wall Street soared to new records Thursday, propelled by expectations that the economic recovery will continue.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average jumped 204.87 points in heavy trading, closing at a new all-time high of 1121.81. The S&P 500 gained 26.62 points, also hitting a new record, ending at 1121.81.

The Nasdaq Composite index added 44.62 points, reaching a new peak of 2074.44.

Oil prices hailed as boon

WASHINGTON — President Reagan called the discovery of new oil fields in the Persian Gulf a “major milestone” in the war against terrorism.

The oil fields, discovered by the United States, are estimated to contain 400 billion barrels of oil, which is expected to last for at least 80 years.

The new fields will reduce foreign debt of oil importing countries and help lower oil prices worldwide.

Nationalization action taken by the Socialist government in Los Angeles was welcomed by the business community, which praised the move as a positive step towards economic growth.
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University

Discussion about draft registration raises significant legal questions

Dr. Jacques, a member of the Draft Education Project, and Peter Shone, a
associate professor of law, present a discussion on draft registration Thursday. The
discussion was part of a three-part examination of the draft sponsored by the
Division of Campus Ministries.

By Susan E. Fisher

Although some legal questions surround the
administration of the Selective Service System, Peter Boone, Jr., associate
professor of law, said, a draft registration
discussion last Thursday was a part of the Draft Education Project.

The discussion was part of a three-part examination of the
draft sponsored by the Division of Campus Ministries.

The project, which Boone said, will have
more legal importance.

According to Boone, some legal questions
surround the draft.

"The individual's
interest in privacy could be a
significant question to the
questions of
"the law that governs the
registration process," he said.

"The law is new, another vital
legal question may be what is
to be expected under the
laws and regulations," he said.

"The law is new, another vital
legal question may be what is
to be expected under the
laws and regulations," he said.

"Participation in the draft registration
process may be considered a
''continuous affirmation'' if the
individual requires individuals to register within
a selected period.
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"Eminent men" lead the UI for 136 years

By Mary Taylor

Welcomed into anything by his exuberant gait and warm smile, Howard Boyd was an institution at the University of Iowa (UI). From 1940 until his resignation in 1968, Boyd served as president of the university, a role he described as "the doorman of the institution." His tenure was marked by rapid expansion of the university, both in terms of physical size and academic offerings.

Boyd, who graduated from the UI in 1911, was the university's seventh president. He led the university through a period of significant growth, including the construction of new dormitories and academic buildings.

"Iowa has always been a land of opportunity," Boyd once said. "And the university has always been a part of that opportunity."

Boyd's dedication to the university was evident in his work, both on and off campus. He was a vocal advocate for higher education and was known for his strong leadership and vision for the future of the university.

"Boyd's leadership was characterized by a belief in the value of education and the importance of scholarship," said Mary Constance Williams, a former student of Boyd's. "He instilled in us a devotion to the university and its mission."

Boyd's legacy continues to be felt at the UI today, as the university continues to grow and adapt to new challenges and opportunities.

"Boyd's impact on the UI and on Iowa will be remembered for generations to come," said Simon Estes, a former student of Boyd's. "He was a true leader and a true friend to the UI community."

Boyd's portrait hangs in the lobby of the university administration building, a testament to his lasting influence on the UI and on higher education as a whole.

The UI past — its students, faculty and staff, administrators, buildings, and the future that brought the UI to its current position. Thanks, Iowa, to the future, and the UI's past.
Official proposes truck embargo to lessen winter's road problems

By Dan Haugen

Students anxiously waiting for news on whether a raise in student fees will be approved next month learned last week that the raise will not be forthcoming. The student Senate on Jan. 27 voted 20 in favor and 7 against the proposal. The students also voted with the faculty to freeze the tuition.

The students were informed that the money needed for the proposed raise came from a $70,000 state grant which the students walkers in the March for Equality demonstration in January. The grant was awarded to the university to help finance the march.

The rank and rate of pay increased this year was a $2 per hour change. The raise is being awarded to all employees on the campus and is scheduled to take effect at the beginning of February.

**CONGRESS IS STILL considering various aspects of the press' budget such as the future of the free press. Many newspapers are now feeling the squeeze of rising costs and shrinking circulation.**
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MASH

If you work nine hours a day, Steve Dragoj, the chopper-boat foreman, would say, it's the most hated job around here. It's been described as "an inedible and unchangeable, and it's all we can do.

It's a job, he says, that is a "sack of potatoes," and it's the most important job in the company. The company is a "sack of potatoes," and it's the most important job in the company.

Despite the fact that Dragoj has been working on the job for 15 years, he says, "We're getting close to报废." He has been a foreman for 15 years, and he is about to retire.

The fifth change was the official opening of the new Potomac Army Reserve Center, which is the first of its kind to be built in the state. The center was opened to the public on May 15, and it is the largest in the state.

The interviews focused on whether the source of the state's energy is nuclear.
Don't poke the snake

It you poke a snake with a stick, you shouldn't be surprised if it bites you. And that's just what you can expect to happen. To the Walt Disney World in Orlando, a Florida park, where a visitor was bitten by a cobra. The victim, who was visiting the park with friends, was taken to a hospital and treated for the bite. She is expected to recover.

Not self-incriminating

The U.S. Supreme Court has overruled the conviction of a man for possession of a firearm, on the grounds that the evidence against him was obtained in an illegal search. The Court held that the search was unreasonable because it was conducted without a warrant, and that the evidence obtained as a result was therefore inadmissible. The decision is seen as a setback for law enforcement agencies, which rely heavily on searches to gather evidence.

Liz Bird

Liz Bird of the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the new federal law on freedom of the press is unconstitutional. The law, which was enacted in response to criticism of the media's coverage of the recent election, was found to violate the First Amendment right to freedom of the press.

Michael Humes

Michael Humes, a former justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, has written a new book on the history of the court. The book, which covers the court's role in shaping the Constitution, is described as a comprehensive and accessible account of the court's history.

Letters

Not satisfied

The editor, may I say that I am not satisfied with the way in which the Daily News has published the current revelation concerning the possible misuse of funds by a government official. I believe that the Daily News should have conducted a more thorough investigation before publishing this information. The Daily News has a responsibility to its readers to ensure that the information it publishes is accurate and reliable.

Michael Humes

Editor's note: The Daily News has received praise for its coverage of the current revelation concerning the possible misuse of funds by a government official. The Daily News takes its responsibility to its readers seriously and strives to ensure that the information it publishes is accurate and reliable.
Reagan, Democrats near compromise on jobs bill

IOWA CITY, Iowa — President Reagan and House Democratic leaders appeared close to a $9 billion job-creation bill Friday after meetings to iron out differences over the measure's tax provisions.

With $1.5 billion set aside for emergency aid to 11 states, $2 billion for assistance to troubled banks and $1 billion set aside for highways and mass transit, the bill was about $2 billion short of the $10 billion that the White House had requested.

Reagan's top aides, including Budget Director David Stockman, met with House Democratic leaders to iron out the differences.

Aides said currency hedges are the most crucial issue to be resolved, and that a compromise could be reached on the issue.

Republican leaders are facing a difficult task in getting the bill through Congress, with the Senate in the hands of the Democrats.

But Republican leaders have said they will support the measure if it is not too costly, and they have been working to find a way to get the bill through.

Reagan's aides have said they will work to get the bill through Congress, and that they will not compromise on any other issues.

Resident of the Cottage Reserve
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Hawks in 4th place after first day action

By Jim Halkes

Win the first day of the Big Ten Wrestling Championships in Bloomington. Yes, you read that right. The Iowa men’s team is in 4th place, 15.5 points behind No. 1 Oklahoma State and 20 points behind No. 3 Minnesota and No. 1 Iowa State. The tournament concludes today, but Iowa has five wrestlers who are out of contention for All-Big Ten honors.

INDIVIDUAL MEET

Davis took eighth place with a 102.82, the 10th Iowa men’s gymnastics record. In the meet, Iowa Men’s Gymnastics finished 11th and Garden State 17th.

HAWKYS’ BATTLE

The Iowa-Hawkeyes, Iowa State’s main rivalry for the tournament, which began at 7:30 p.m. and went until the last final at 1 a.m. The Hawkeyes have six athletes who are out of contention for All-Big Ten honors.

BIG TEN MEET

The Big Ten tournament will begin at 7:30 p.m. and is scheduled to end at 1 a.m. The Hawkeyes have six athletes who are out of contention for All-Big Ten honors.

SMOHRANIAN MEET

The Smoerhanian meet will begin at 7:30 p.m. and is scheduled to end at 1 a.m. The Hawkeyes have six athletes who are out of contention for All-Big Ten honors.

"If we can win the tournament, we’ll have the most conference titles in the history of the sport," said Iowa’s Coach John Vavrek. "We’re looking to the future in this tournament. We’re looking for the future in this tournament."
Sports

Beating the Hawks, not working for them interests Gopher coach

By Thomas W. Jorge
Pb Reporter

Ellen Mosher, the Minnesota women's basketball coach, definitely cares about the outcome of the Big Ten match-up with Iowa. "If we have a letdown against Iowa, they're going to play well," Mosher said.

The Gophers won the opening meeting behind in fourth. "I'm not comfortable being down at the end of the game," Mosher said.

The game against Iowa will be the second game in as many days for the Gophers. "It's NOT a break on Iowa," Mosher said. "I'm just concentrating on the next game we're going to play. I hope we're not going to play Iowa twice in a row. We're going to be loose and ready to play because they have nothing to lose." Mosher added.

In their last meeting, the Gophers were outscored by the Badgers 10-2 in the second half. "Our team is a lot more confident," Mosher said.

FORWARD RONI Anderson will have to get back on the scoring track for the Hawks to be successful. Anderson was held scoreless by the Badgers' defense. She missed all 10 of her shots from the field.

The Gophers are led by All-American candidates Laura Coenen and Delphi Hais.

The Foster Hewitt is moving to Iowa for its sophomore season. Hais, a 6-foot-1 guard, is averaging a 16 points per game clip.
Question remains whether Walker a happy millionaire

**SPORTS**

WALKER WAS NOTHIBUS was to be found Thursday in Central Iowa to answer the question, but a spokesman for the Generals said Walker would be at a news conference in Orlando, Fla., Saturday when he reports to training camp this weekend, but the Generals on Feb. 17.

The mistake Dooley referred to was Walker's decision to sign with the Generals, said Walker, the three-time All-America and 1982 Heisman Trophy winner who rushed for 5,300 yards and scored 52 touchdowns in three college seasons, and 1982...
The article discusses upcoming events in the Iowa City area. It mentions performances by Clapp Recital tonight, Copland, Prokofiev, and other composers at various venues. There is also an advertisement for a One-Act Opera Recital. The Midwest Music Showcase is highlighted, featuring the national touring company and Elizabeth McGovern. The article also promotes The Crows Nest, featuring the Midwest Music Showcase and a performance by Philip Martin. The text concludes with information on babysitting opportunities and other local events.
Fellini’s film mixes images of innocence and madness

By Richard Roud

But the past, however, proves most fatal. The Guests Hotel, once the most elegant hotel in the village, now stands deserted. When some of the schoolboys gather on its front steps to dance by themselves in the empty hall, they look back passing through the moonlight.

The epilogue of the film is too bitter enough. To watch the passing of an ocean liner from America. When it leaves them in the men’s most famous novel, it’s big and bright and beautiful—but really begins.

THURSDAY night, when the townfolk stroll along the main street, they make jokes and laugh. Also, awareness of the priest’s obsession with themtexnd the elderly, the men ogle the women, and the women pretend not to notice.
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